Transmembrane β-barrels (TMBs) carry out major functions in substrate transport and protein biogenesis but experimental determination of their 3D structure is challenging. Encouraged by successful de novo 3D structure prediction of globular and α-helical membrane proteins from sequence alignments alone, we developed an approach to predict the 3D structure of TMBs. The approach combines the maximum-entropy evolutionary coupling method for predicting residue contacts (EVfold) with a machinelearning approach (boctopus2) for predicting β-strands in the barrel. In a blinded test for 19 TMB proteins of known structure that have a sufficient number of diverse homologous sequences available, this combined method (EVfold_bb) predicts hydrogenbonded residue pairs between adjacent β-strands at an accuracy of ∼70%. This accuracy is sufficient for the generation of all-atom 3D models. In the transmembrane barrel region, the average 3D structure accuracy [template-modeling (TM) score] of top-ranked models is 0.54 (ranging from 0.36 to 0.85), with a higher (44%) number of residue pairs in correct strand-strand registration than in earlier methods (18%). Although the nonbarrel regions are predicted less accurately overall, the evolutionary couplings identify some highly constrained loop residues and, for FecA protein, the barrel including the structure of a plug domain can be accurately modeled (TM score = 0.68). Lower prediction accuracy tends to be associated with insufficient sequence information and we therefore expect increasing numbers of β-barrel families to become accessible to accurate 3D structure prediction as the number of available sequences increases.
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transmembrane β-barrels | de novo 3D structure prediction | evolutionary couplings | maximum-entropy analysis | hydrogen bonding T ransmembrane β-barrels (TMBs) constitute 2-3% of all genes in Gram-negative bacterial genomes (1) and are also found in eukaryotes (2) . There has been increasing interest in this class of proteins, as their roles have been uncovered in a wide range of biomedical fields. These roles include outer-membrane protein biogenesis (3, 4) , antibiotic resistance (5), vaccine design, translocation of virulence factors, and the design of cancer therapeutics (6) . In many of these examples, the 3D structure of the TMB has been crucial in elucidating the mechanisms of, for instance, substrate transport and voltage gating and in aiding therapeutic design.
Existing computational approaches can successfully identify the location of β-strands (7, 8) , but 3D-modeling techniques such as tobmodel and 3d-spot (9, 10) cannot account for the nonsymmetrical, noncircular shape of the barrel pore or the barrel/ plug or the transmembrane β-strand/loop interactions. Recent work has shown that 3D structures of globular (11) and α-helical membrane proteins (12, 13) can be successfully predicted from the identification of coevolved residues in multiple-sequence alignments (MSA) . The idea is that spatially close residues coevolve to maintain structural and functional integrity of the protein (11). Although this approach was first suggested and tried in 1994 (14-17), only recent methods using a global statistical model identify sufficiently accurate residue-residue contacts from evolutionary covariation to successfully fold proteins de novo (11, 18-20). The key innovation was to distinguish direct from indirect correlations, using maximum-entropy or related statistical approaches under the constraints of the data.
Here, we present a hybrid method based on evolutionary couplings for contact prediction obtained from EVFold-PLM (11, 19) together with an improved β-strand prediction method based on boctopus2, a topology prediction method for transmembrane β-barrels (7). The method predicts consistent sets of backbone hydrogen-bonding restraints that can be used to fold large TMBs. Our approach relies on structural features that are common to the known 3D structures of bacterial TMBs, such as the antiparallel arrangement of transmembrane β-strands and the facts that the first strand, as far as is known, always traverses from the inner-membrane region to the extracellular side and pairs of β-strands have a right-handed twist when viewed along the direction of the strand. In addition to these features, our algorithm uses evolutionary couplings (ECs) in transmembrane β-strands to infer the optimal strand registration between pairs of adjacent β-strands and, by implication, backbone hydrogenbonded residue pairs. The method achieves reasonably correct strand registration between adjacent β-strand pairs and all-atom 3D structures of TMBs and, where applicable, predicts interactions between the β-barrel and plug domains and between transmembrane β-strands and long extracellular loops. Moreover, in a few proteins we show that ECs can be used to detect functionally important residues.
atom-atom distance ≤5 Å) were considered correctly predicted. With this definition, ∼48% of the top L/2 ECs (in order of decreasing EC value; L is the number of amino acid residues in the protein), were correctly predicted (Table 1 and Fig. S1 ). Moreover, ∼62% of the top L/2 ECs between adjacent β-strands were correctly predicted (Fig. S1 ). Outside the β-barrels, accuracy is lower. Indeed, for 15 proteins in the dataset, about 60% of all incorrectly predicted ECs involved loop−loop or loop−strand contacts.
Identification of residue pairs that are hydrogen bonded between β-strands.
Assuming up-and-down antiparallel β-strand interactions in all barrels, a key prediction step is to determine the precise strandstrand registration between adjacent strands. Similar in spirit to an earlier attempt to optimize strand-strand registration based on residue pairing scores (21), we implemented an algorithm that uses the evolutionary couplings between adjacent strands to predict the hydrogen-bonding pattern (Fig. 2) . Briefly, the algorithm predicts residue pairs that are in hydrogen-bonded contact on adjacent β-strands, using the top L ECs located on adjacent predicted β-strands. Starting with the first strand, each strand is paired with the next adjacent strand and the strands in the pair are shifted relative to each other to find the optimal registration such that the pairwise summed EC score of residues between the two strands is maximized (Fig. 2) . A similar technique of shifting strands to predict the optimal strand registration was used in earlier work (21). Once the optimal strand registration has been calculated for all of the pairs of adjacent strand pairs, alternate residues are chosen in each strand pair for placing hydrogen bond constraints, consistent with known β-sheet geometry. The refinement step in the algorithm resulted in the identification of 674 of 983 (69%) β-barrel hydrogen-bonded residue pairs.
One technical difficulty arises from the fact that no highranking (up to top L) ECs were detected between the first and last strands for 11 of 17 proteins (Fig. S2) . The fact that ECs between the first and the last strands are missed in some cases is plausibly caused by the lack of terminal sequence coverage in the alignment. We address this issue to close the barrel by adding hydrogen-bonding pair constraints between the first and last strand that best pair open h-bonding valences, derived from the left-right alteration of h bonds on antiparallel β-strands.
De novo 3D structure prediction and assessment of 3D accuracy. Starting with the target protein in an extended polypeptide conformation, distance constraints on hydrogen-bonded residue pairs, other EC-derived distance constraints, and secondary structure constraints were used to fold the target protein (Fig. 3) , using CNS software (22). For each set of constraints, 20 models were generated, each with a different random start in the distance geometry calculation in CNS. All models were ranked using a model likelihood score, which assesses the number of hydrogen-bonded constraints satisfied in the folded model as well as a measure of strand-strand twist (11). To assess the overall accuracy of the 3D structure, these models were then compared with the known 3D structure in blinded mode, using the template-modeling (TM) score (23) as well as the positional root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) (24).
For each protein, the quality of the 3D models of the barrel region was evaluated for the top-ranked model (TM score 0.36-0.85) and the overall best possible of all models generated (TM score 0.42-0.87). Overall, the accuracy tends to decrease with the number of sequences in the MSA normalized by length L of the protein sequence (Tables S1 and S2 ). Two structures are often considered to have similar folds if their TM score is greater than 0.5 (25). With this cutoff, nine proteins were predicted accurately ( Table 1) ; and of the seven protein families with a TM score of less than 0.5, five have fewer than 10 sequences per residue. The average TM score of the top-ranked (0.54) and the overall best possible model (0.59) suggests that although there are slightly better models in the ensemble of models generated, our topranked model often comes reasonably close to the overall best possible model (Tables S1 and S2 ).
The average TM scores for the full proteins (i.e., β-barrel plus nonbarrel regions such as loops) are consistently lower than for the barrels alone (Tables S1 and S2 ). Our method does not do as well in the loop regions as it does in the β-barrel region. Poor performance in folding loops is probably due to lack of sufficiently well-predicted contacts in those regions (Fig. S2) . Whereas the TM score and positional rmsd values give a reasonable quantitative assessment of the quality of the predicted 3D models, visual inspection of the atomic coordinates of the barrel region and full Seventeen of the 19 proteins with a known structure are folded in a blinded test such that no known structural information is used for folding. Positive predictive value (PPV) is the ratio of correct predictions (shortest distance between two residues in the known structure ≤ 5 Å) and all predictions made. Threedimensional models are compared with the known structure, using a TM score that ranges from 0 to 1 and an rmsd value. The closer the TM score is to 1, the more similar the model is to the known structure. rmsd values closer to 0 signify high structure similarity. rmsd values of residues aligned (shown in brackets) is reported in angstroms. PDB, Protein Data Bank. *PagP and OprB are not applicable (NA) cases for folding, as boctopus2 strand assignment is incorrect. † TM score and rmsd of the predicted transmembrane β-barrel region excluding the loops.
protein reveals further details about where EVfold_bb modeling is more or less accurate. For OprP, VDAC, Tsx, ScrY, OmpLA, and BamA, the EVfold_bb protocol fails to generate well-folded structures, which could be due to a suboptimal folding procedure or to fewer accurate contacts. Blind prediction of LptD. The 3D structure or the number of strands in the outer membrane protein LptD, which is essential for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) transport, was not known at the outset of this study (26). Boctopus2 (and boctopus) predicts 26 strands, whereas the other methods predict fewer strands (Fig. S3) . We used the overlap with predicted ECs (excluding the first and the last strands) to discriminate different topology predictions and found that the boctopus2 topology completely agrees with the ECs (Fig. S3) . Comparison of our predictions with the two subsequently published LptD crystal structures shows mixed results. On the positive side, the number and the location of the predicted β-strands correctly match with those in the crystal structures (27, 28). In addition, the disulfide bond between C724 and C725 was correctly predicted to lie on the inner loop between strands 24 and 25 (Fig. S3) . However, 3D structure comparison of the top-ranked predicted 3D model with the crystal structure shows that β-strands in the crystal structure are more tilted than in the model and that the predicted model is more circular and not kidney shaped. This results in a low TM score (0.36) and high rmsd (6.54 Å over 174 of 267 residues). Taken together, our de novo 3D modeling of the LptD barrel pore was quite poor. The known structures of LptD contain its binding partner LtpE that is located inside the barrel pore and affects its native shape (27, 28). We were not able to account for structural changes in the barrel pore region that might occur due to LptDLptE interaction, as the interprotein sequence coverage was too low to identify the interacting residues.
Comparison with an alternate method. The main conceptual and practical advantage of EVfold_bb over previous methods, such as tobmodel (9) , is the prediction of residue-residue interactions from the calculation of evolutionarily constrained residue pairs from sequence information and the generation of nonidealized all-atom coordinate models, both for the β-barrel and for other regions, such as loops and plug domains. For example, the plug domain of FecA and the long L6 loop in BamA interact with the barrel and have important functional roles and are therefore of considerable interest. In contrast, tobmodel is a machine-learning-based method for predicting the topological arrangement of transmembrane β-strands and the generation of idealized Cα 3D models of the barrel region (9) . Although these models may be approximately accurate, they cannot represent any deviation from ideal barrel geometry and do not reveal information about functional couplings, either within the barrel or between loops and plug domains.
For the β-barrel region, one can compare the accuracy of EVfold_bb models with those of tobmodel models at a shared level of information, i.e., focused on the accuracy of strandstrand register between adjacent β-strands, which both models use as crucial input to the generation of models. For each residue in strand S1, its corresponding in-register partner is defined as the closed (Cα-Cα distance) residue in strand S2, where S1 and S2 are adjacent strands. The average TM scores of the models generated by the two methods are similar, but there are notable differences in the number of residue pairs found in correct registration (Table S3 ) between adjacent β-strands, as quantified by comparing the number of in-register residue pairs found in the model with that of the known structure. The average number of residue pairs in correct registration in EVfold_bb models (44%) and tobmodel models (18%) is low (Table S3 ). However, 65% and 41% of residue pairs are within plus or minus one residue of correct registration in EVfold_bb and tobmodel models, respectively, which shows the advantage of the use of evolutionary couplings in EVfold_bb for modeling 3D structures of transmembrane β-barrels.
Interaction of the Barrel Domain with Plugs and Extracellular Loops.
In addition to folding TMBs, barrel/plug domain interactions can be predicted for some proteins with good accuracy, especially when a sufficient number of sequences are available, but on average the overall accuracy of these predictions remains inadequate. The technical challenge is related to the fact that TMBs have long and flexible extracellular loops and that these loops make only a few contacts with the barrel domain as they protrude away from the membrane center. However, in crystal structures some of these loops are in the barrel pore and their interaction with transmembrane β-strands appears to aid in substrate transfer (29, 30) and gating (3) . Prediction of interactions with a plug domain. FecA is a 22-stranded active outer membrane transporter with a large plug domain (∼126 residues) that is implicated in signal transduction and is involved in its gating mechanism (31). Residue pairs in 9 of 10 top couplings between the barrel and the plug domain ECs make contact (d ≤ 5 Å) in the known structure (Fig. 4) . In addition, the positive predictive value (PPV) over the top 50 plug/barrel ECs is ∼0.7, suggesting that most of the interdomain interactions are captured by ECs. The TM score (23) for the top-ranked FecA model is excellent for the barrel alone (0.67) and for the barrel Fig. 1 . EVfold_bb pipeline to de novo fold transmembrane β-barrels. EVFold-PLM is used to generate evolutionary couplings (ECs) from a multiple-sequence alignment of the target protein. Boctopus2 is used to assign β-strands. Alternative strand registrations are compared for successive relative shifts of adjacent strands up to plus or minus three residues. The configuration with the largest sum of EC values is chosen and distance constraints are applied on N-O atoms of alternate residue pairs. In addition, other nonstrand-strand constraints are used to de novo fold the protein. Multiple models are generated and blindly ranked.
plus the plug domain (0.68). Consistent with our prediction, it is known that interaction of plug domain residues R150 and R196 with E541 and E587 located on β-strands is of functional importance in fixing the plug within the barrel (32). Computational evidence for strong evolutionary constraints comes from the fact that all four residues occur in multiple high-ranking coevolutionary pairs. This illustrates the potential utility of evolutionary couplings not only for constraining interactions in the computational folding process, but also in revealing highly constrained functionally important interactions.
Interactions with extracellular loops. In BamA, the flexible extracellular loop L6 (residues 639−691) contains the conserved VRGF/Y motif and undergoes large conformational changes during its activation and inactivation (33). We found that 11 of the 20 topranking ECs between β-strands and extracellular loops in top L/4 predictions lie on L6 and the residues in the RGF motif are ranked high in the EC list (Fig. S4) . Moreover, residue F662 is ranked high (fourth) on the list of residues with multiple coevolutionary partners. Residue R660 on L6 stabilizes the transformation from a closed to an open state (3). Residues G754, P719, and E698 that are predicted to coevolve with R660 are located near the cytosolic end of strands 12−14 ( Fig.   S4 ), which could be sites for L6 interaction after a conformation change.
In the substrate-specific channel (OprB) and the carboxylate channel (OpdP), 10 of 14 and 6 of 8 top-ranked ECs between β-strands and extracellular loops in the top L/4 predictions are within 5 Å in the known crystal structure, respectively (Fig. S4) . Four of these 10 residues in OprB (141, 142, 150, and 155) lie on the extracellular loop L3 that forms a constriction zone in the barrel (30). In the eukaryotic voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC), the conformation of the N-terminal helix (residues 1−26) within the barrel pore and its impact on gating are not clear (34). We found 5 ECs between the helix and pore-forming β-strands within top 3L/4 EC predictions (Fig. S4 ). All these residue pairs are more than 5 Å away in the crystal structure. However, when superimposed on the structure, they suggest an alternative conformation of the helix possibly important for the gating mechanism.
Relation Between Coevolution and Functionally Relevant Sites. Residues involved in multiple evolutionarily constrained interactions plausibly are in functionally important sites (13). For example, in LptD, the disulfide bond-forming residues between the two domains, C173 and C725, appear within the top 20 interdomain ECs (Fig. S3) . The presence of a disulfide bond between the two Fig. 2 . Evolutionary couplings give residue pairs that are hydrogen bonded. From the evolutionary couplings (ECs) (black) predicted between residues (red) on strands 5 and 6 of EstA (Left), a subset of hydrogen-bonded pairs (dashed lines, where N-O distance ≤ 3.4 Å) is extracted. Predicted adjacent β-strands are shifted plus or minus three residues relative to each other to generate alternate configurations of residue pairs (Center). To select the best configuration, the EC strength of all pairs is summed and the highest-scoring configuration is selected; then distance constraints are applied to N-O atoms of alternate residue pairs (Right) to reflect N-H ... O = C hydrogen bonds. Fig. 3 . Blinded benchmark de novo 3D models of transmembrane β-barrels. Shown are predicted contact maps (red, ECs; gray, crystal contacts ≤ 5 Å; blue, gaps in crystal structure) and front and top views of folded structures (red, de novo folded; gray, crystal structure) for six proteins in the dataset.
domains is essential for LtpD/E interaction with LptA (35). In addition, three conserved (36) proline residues (P231, P246, and P261) are predicted to lie on three adjacent β-strands (Fig. S3) . Additionally, P246 is the top-ranked residue in terms of interaction partners (10) within the top L/2 predictions. On comparison with recent crystal structures (27, 28), our predictions correctly capture the location of the "exit portal" necessary for lateral diffusion of LPS, which is observed between strands 1 and 2 and is formed due to interaction between the three proline residues (Fig. S3) . In Tsx, a nucleoside transporter, residues F27 and G28 in the nucleoside-binding site Nuc1 are involved in six highly ranked couplings (rank 8). Interestingly, F27L and G28R mutants are defective in nucleoside transport (37). In OprB, residue Q396 that is known to stabilize extracellular loops L2 and L3 is the highest-ranked residue with eight interaction partners in the top L predictions (30). In the long-chain fatty acid transporter FadL, residue S370, which is required for optimal long-chain fatty acid transport, occurs in seven high-ranking EC pairs (ranked sixth) (Fig. S4 ).
Potential Application to Protein Families Without a Known 3D
Structure. To estimate the number of transmembrane β-barrel families without a known 3D structure, we analyzed 15,483 sequences predicted by Freeman and Wimley (38) to be TMBs and mapped them to domain families in the PFAM database when possible (39). A sensitive search for remote homologs, using HHSearch (version 2013) (40), reduces the number of β-barrel domain families without a known 3D structure to 172. Of these, 63 (∼37%) have enough sequences to predict contacts. However, only three [YP_861842.1 (region 694-832), YP_001305047.1 (region 122-317), and NP_754081.1 (region 25-248)] predicted contact maps have the characteristic antiparallel β-strand pattern (by visual inspection). Thus, our analysis indicates that current methods (38) for identifying novel transmembrane β-barrels probably result in many false positives. The 109 putative transmembrane β-barrel families for which insufficient numbers of homologous sequences were obtained using current sequence databases can be analyzed in the future when more sequences become available.
Discussion
Evolutionary couplings between residues together with the prediction of β-strands and their topological up-down arrangement can be used to predict optimal strand registration and identify residue pairs that are hydrogen bonded between adjacent β-strands in TMBs. These β-sheet pairing constraints together with other highly ranked ECs are sufficient to fold large TMBs de novo. Given sufficient sequence coverage, EVfold_bb can be used to determine the location and interaction between the barrel and plug domains. The main advantage of using EVfold_bb is the generation of evolutionarily derived residue-residue contacts used to compute full-atom, realistic 3D models of the transmembrane barrel region of TMBs. The resolution of models generated by EVfold_bb in many cases is sufficient for determining the spatial location of known functionally interesting regions and inferring physicochemical properties of the barrel domain, but modeling long loops is still an open issue. For a few proteins, we show that ECs can identify previously unknown functionally important residues (Fig. S4) . Other studies estimate that more than 5L sequences are necessary for accurate contact prediction (40). By this estimate, currently EVfold_bb can be applied to only 37% of the PFAM β-barrel domain families without a known 3D structure. With more genomes being sequenced, we anticipate that more TMB sequences will be available soon and contact prediction methods based on coevolutionary analysis can be applied to more TMB protein families. There has also recently been some progress toward decreasing the need for the number of sequences by combining deep learning and direct information (41). Although the current analysis focused on proteins with known TMB domain structures, a fully automated method for de novo prediction of TMB structures from sequence would require implementation of a method to reliably detect TMB domains in proteins. Also, ECbased strategies could be developed to identify β-barrel domains and identify the precise location of the β-strands in putative TMBs. In addition, we propose that our approach of extracting sets of hydrogen-bonded residue pairs from predicted ECs could be generalized and extended to other β-sheet-containing proteins (21).
Methods
Benchmark Dataset. The benchmark dataset contained 19 proteins, representing all known TMB families with a sufficient number of sequences in their MSA (Table 1) . EVfold_bb was used to de novo model 17 of 19 proteins. Two families (PagP and OprB) were not folded because of failure in topology prediction by boctopus2 (Tables S4 and S5 ).
Topology Prediction Using Boctopus2. Boctopus2 was developed using an almost identical strategy to that used when developing boctopus (7). The main difference is that all residues in the dataset were labeled as outer loop (o), inner loop (i), β-strand pore facing (p), and β-strand lipid facing (l), whereas in boctopus the "p" and "l" residues were grouped together. The position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) obtained using three iterations of hhblits (version 2.0.13) (42) against the "nr" database (nr20_12Aug11) is used as the input to four separate support vector machines (SVMs) that were trained to predict the per-residue location. Together with secondary structure prediction using PSIPRED (43), a per-residue profile is generated and used as input to a hidden Markov model to predict the overall topology. Boctopus2 is trained in a 10-fold cross-validated manner, where all proteins belonging to the same family were put together in the training or the test set. In contrast to boctopus all transition probabilities could be set to 1, which means that the hidden Markov model (HMM) architecture is not trained (Fig. S5) . Within the barrel domain, boctopus2 predicts the correct β-strand arrangement for 32 of 36 proteins in the benchmark dataset (Tables  S4 and S5 ). Additionally, topologies for five proteins not in the initial boctopus2 dataset (3syb, 4k3c, 4e1t, 3ohn, and 2jk4) are predicted using boctopus2 (Tables S4 and S5 ).
Prediction of Evolutionary Couplings from Multiple-Sequence Alignments.
MSAs for all proteins are generated using three iterations of jackhmmer (version 3.1) (44) against the UniProt database. For all proteins, an E-value of 10 −2 was used to ensure the maximum number of sequences. For LptD and
FecA multidomain interaction predictions, MSAs were generated at an E-value threshold of 10 −10 and 10
, respectively, to obtain stringent alignments and ensure sequence coverage in both domains. A global statistical inference method based on pseudolikelihood maximization (19) as implemented in EVFold (evfold.org/) (11) is used to extract direct interactions from all of the observed correlations in a MSA. A ranked list of ECs is obtained by taking the average-product corrected norm of the matrix of couplings that adjusts for the phylogenetic bias (19).
De Novo Folding Using CNS and Applied Constraints. Distance constraints are applied to one side-chain heavy atom per residue pair, O−N, N−O, and Cα−Cα atoms for residue pairs that are predicted to be hydrogen bonded (Table S6) . For other ECs between nonstrand-strand residues, distance constraints are applied to side-chain heavy atoms only (Table S6) . Intrastrand distance constraints are applied to O−O, N−N, Cα−Cα, Cβ−Cβ, O−N, and Cα−O atoms to maintain the structure of predicted transmembrane β-strands (Table S7 ). In addition, dihedral angles in predicted transmembrane β-strands are constrained with default values (ϕ = 135.0 and ψ = −139.0) for an antiparallel β-sheet. Default values for secondary structure constraints for nontransmembrane β-strand regions are obtained from Marks et al. (11) . Distance constraints were also applied to other top-ranking nonstrand−strand and loop−strand residue pairs predicted to be evolutionary coupled (Table S6) . To fold TMBs, we start with applying constraints only on residues predicted to be hydrogen bonded on adjacent strands. Other EC constraints are included in steps of 10 up to L, where L is the number of amino acid residues in the protein. Location of predicted β-strands is used to filter out constraints that are considered unviable as described by Marks et al. (11) . For each set of constraints only 20 models are generated (Tables S1 and S2 ). CNS uses a distance geometry protocol followed by simulated annealing to satisfy the input constraints (22). All folding predictions start with a fully extended polypeptide chain and a square-well potential function is used to penalize constraint violations. After annealing, a short two-stage energy minimization step is used to relax generated structures and add hydrogen bonds. To facilitate folding of the ∼120-residues-long FecA nonbarrel plug domain, models are generated starting with at least 60 constraints involving the plug domain.
Blinded Model Ranking and Comparison. Generated models are blindly ranked based on the number of constraints satisfied in the predicted barrel pore region of the folded model as well as a measure of strand-strand torsion angles along predicted helices and between predicted β-strands as described previously by Marks et al. (11) . Both values are normalized before summation. A constraint on a residue pair that is hydrogen bonded is considered satisfied if the distance between the N−O atoms is in the range 2.9 ± 0.3 Å. For FecA models with the plug domain, the number of constraints satisfied in the plug domain was also considered. In addition, in a blinded test, the predicted models are compared with the known structure based on TM score and positional rmsd values (23, 24). TM score and rmsd values are measures to assess the similarity of two-protein 3D structures. A TM score of 1 means a perfect match whereas any value above 0.5 suggests similarity at protein fold level (23) ( Table 1 and Tables S1-S3 ).
Supplementary Data. All supplementary data and an extended methods section are available at cbio.mskcc.org/foldingproteins/transmembrane/betabarrels/.
Note Added in Proof. During writing of this paper, two papers (27, 28) describing the crystal structure of LptD were published. No information from those publications was used for the LptD prediction in this study and the Protein Data Bank coordinates (4Q35) and (4N4R) were not available at the time of submission of this work to biorvix (biorxiv.org/content/early/2014/06/25/006577). 
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SI Methods
In this section we provide detailed description of a few methods used in this study and have indexed the supplementary data items related to the main text. Supplementary data and source code are available at cbio.mskcc.org/foldingproteins/transmembrane/betabarrels/.
Benchmark Dataset. A total of 141 TMBs (belonging to 52 PFAM families) with 3D structures were taken from the OPM database (1). Fifty-six TMBs in 29 PFAM families were chosen after excluding multichain TMBs redundancy reduction at 30% sequence identity. Five PFAM families were discarded so that the alignment overlap between any two families is less than 20%. Of the 24 remaining PFAM families, 18 TMBs have more than five sequences per residue in their alignment and were chosen to benchmark EVfold_bb. However, two families were not folded because of failure in topology prediction by boctopus2 and LptD was added to the list of the blinded dataset after its 3D structure became available, resulting in 17 proteins that were de novo folded. Location of the β-barrel domain was obtained from the known structure. Although 36 3D structures with at most 30% sequence similarity were used in a previous study (2), here we excluded those proteins that belonged to the same PFAM domain or had an overlap of more than 20% in their multiple-sequence alignment.
Prediction of Evolutionary Couplings from Multiple-Sequence
Alignments. MSAs for all proteins are generated using three iterations of jackhmmer (version 3.1) (3) against the UniProt database. For all proteins, an E-value of 10 −2 was used to ensure the maximum number of sequences. For LptD and FecA multidomain interaction predictions, MSAs were generated at an E-value threshold of 10 −10 and 10 −20 , respectively, to obtain stringent alignments and ensure sequence coverage in both domains. The two criteria used for selecting the parameters for generating a MSA are the E-value and the number of columns in the multiple-sequence alignment for which sufficient sequences can be found to infer evolutionary couplings. Based on these criteria, for all proteins in our blinded dataset, an E-value of 10 −2 and a column-inclusion threshold of 80% were used for MSA generation. Columns in MSA above this threshold were excluded from the maximum-entropy model and no contacts were predicted for them. Additionally, to predict interdomain contacts in LptD, an E-value of 10 −10 was chosen to ensure maximum residue coverage across both domains. For estimating ECs between the FecA barrel and the plug domain a stricter E-value cutoff of 10 −20 and column-inclusion cutoff of 50% were used as enough sequences were available at all thresholds tested (supplementary data at cbio.mskcc.org/foldingproteins/transmembrane/betabarrels/). A global statistical inference method based on pseudolikelihood maximization (4) as implemented in EVFold (evfold.org/) (5) is used to extract direct interactions from all of the observed correlations in a MSA. A ranked list of ECs is obtained by taking the average-product corrected norm of the matrix of couplings that adjusts for the phylogenetic bias (4).
Topology Prediction Using Boctopus2. An earlier nonredundant dataset (less than 30% sequence identity) of 36 TMBs with known structures along with transmembrane β-strand boundaries was curated from the OPM database (1) (Tables S4 and S5 ). Boctopus2 was developed using an almost identical strategy to that used when developing boctopus (2) . The main difference is that all residues in the dataset were labeled as outer loop (o), inner loop (i), β-strand pore facing (p), and β-strand lipid facing (l), whereas in boctopus the "p" and "l" residues were grouped together. The position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) obtained using three iterations of hhblits (version 2.0.13) (6) against the "nr" database (nr20_12Aug11) is used as the input to four separate support vector machines (SVMs) that were trained to predict the per-residue location. Together with secondary structure prediction using PSIPRED (7), a per-residue profile is generated and used as input to a hidden Markov model to predict the overall topology. Boctopus2 is trained in a 10-fold cross-validated manner, where all proteins belonging to the same family were put together in the training or the test set. In contrast to boctopus all transition probabilities could be set to 1, which means that the HMM architecture is not trained (Fig. S5) . Within the barrel domain, boctopus2 predicts the correct β-strand arrangement for 32 of 36 proteins in the benchmark dataset and the correct number of strands for all except 1i78 and 2qdz (Tables S4 and  S5 ). Furthermore, for OprP (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID code 2o4v), two extra strands are predicted outside the barrel domain. Additionally, topologies for five proteins not in the initial boctopus2 dataset (3syb, 4k3c, 4e1t, 3ohn, and 2jk4) are predicted using boctopus2 (Tables S4 and S5 ). For InvA (PDB ID code 4e1t) and VDAC (PDB ID code 2jk4), two and one extra strands are predicted outside the barrel boundary, respectively. For BamA (PDB ID code 4k3c), FecA (PDB ID code 1kmp), and EstA (PDB ID code 3kvn), the nonbarrel/barrel boundary is predicted by adding p and l probabilities averaged over a window size of 50 residues and regions with a total probability greater than 0.6 are then classified as barrel.
Blinded Ranking of EVfold_bb Models. The de novo folded 3D structures are ranked based on a scheme that uses two criteria: number of hydrogen-bonded constraints satisfied in the generated model and the quality of torsion angles in the predicted helices and between adjacent β-strands (5).
Number of hydrogen-bonding constraints satisfied in the generated model. The rationale here is that the number of applied constraints in well-folded models will be higher than in badly folded models. For folding TMBs, we first extract residue pairs that are hydrogen bonded between two adjacent β-strands and then apply distance constraints (2.9 Å ± 0.3 Å) on the N-O and O-N atoms of those residue pairs (Table S6) . To assess the quality of hydrogenbond constraints in folded models, the percentage of constraints satisfied is calculated by dividing the number of constraints that are actually satisfied (i.e., distance between O-N atoms is in the range 2.9 Å ± 0.3 Å) in the folded model by the total number of constraints applied to fold that model. In this way, a hydrogenbonding score is obtained for each model. Quality of torsion angles in the generated model. Our distancegeometry-based folding protocol can generate models that satisfy the applied constraints but can still be mirror images of the correct structure. In a previous study carried out by some of us (5), it was observed that in the mirror images, the chirality of secondary structure elements, especially β-strands, is opposite of what is observed in known structure. This feature could be used to discriminate models that are mirrored from those that are not. To assess the chirality of helices, we calculated the dihedral angle formed by four consecutive Cα atoms at positions i, i + 1, i + 2, and i + 3. For β-strands, the value of the dihedral angle formed by Cα atoms at positions i, i + 2 and j, j + 2 (where i and j are adjacent strands) is calculated. The algorithm then calculates the proportion of dihedral angles that lie within an acceptable range with a decreasing function for antiparallel β-strands (5) . These values are weighted by the proportion of predicted helices and β-strands and added to obtain a dihedral score for each model.
Combination of hydrogen-bonding and dihedral scores for final blind ranking. We normalize both the measures described above by calculating the z-score for the individual measure. Briefly, z-scores are calculated by subtracting each value in the distribution by the distribution mean and then division by the SD. For each model, the two z-scores are then combined into a composite score by summation. Models are ranked based on the decreasing value of the final composite score with a high value signifying a better model. Later, we validated the utility of our ranking scheme by comparing the ranking score and the TM score for each model (supplementary data item 19).
Potential Application to Protein Families Without a Known 3D
Structure. To estimate the number of transmembrane β-barrel families without a known 3D structure, we took the list of predicted transmembrane β-barrel sequences generated by Freeman and Wimley (8), extracted a subset of 15,483 sequences that passed their conservative prediction threshold (BetaBarrel_score and signal peptide score both >0.7), and mapped these to domain families in the PFAM database when possible (9) . Of these, 292 domain families had no member in the PFAM alignment with a known 3D structure. However, a more sensitive search for remote homologs, using HHSearch (version 2013) (10) reduces the number of domain families without a known 3D structure to 172. Of these, 63 (∼37%) have enough sequences to predict contacts using maximum-entropy analysis (supplementary data at cbio. mskcc.org/foldingproteins/transmembrane/betabarrels/). However, only three [YP_861842.1 (region 694-832), YP_001305047.1 (region 122-317), and NP_754081.1 (region 25-248)] predicted contact maps have the characteristic antiparallel β-strand pattern (supplementary data at cbio.mskcc.org/foldingproteins/ transmembrane/betabarrels/). Thus, our analysis shows that current methods for identifying novel transmembrane β-barrels result in many false positives. The 109 putative transmembrane β-barrel families for which an insufficient number of homologous sequences was obtained using current sequence databases can be analyzed in the future when more sequences are available.
List of supplementary data used in this study
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Description Location Hydrogen-bonded constraints derived using strand shift and ECs Hydrogenbonding_constraints 9
Predicted contact maps of derived hydrogen-bonded constraints Hydrogenbonding_constraints_Contactmaps 10 Improvement in identification of residue pairs that are hydrogen bonded using ECs and strand-shift algorithm
Strandwise_hydrogenbondpair_prediction_comparison
11
Secondary structure predictions obtained from PSIPRED SecondaryStructure_prediction_PSIPRED 12
Constraints applied to dihedral angles Dihedral_angle_constraints 13
Distance constraints applied to maintain secondary structure Distance_constraints_on_secondary_structure 14
List of side-chain atom pairs where distance constraints are applied List_of_candidate_sidechain_atoms.txt 15
List of all distance constraints used as input to CNS for folding β-barrels
Constraints_input_to_CNS
16
All 3D models generated (barrel region only) EVfold_bb_folded_barrelregion_models 17
All 3D models generated (full proteins) EVfold_bb_folded_fullprotein_models 18
Mapping of UniProt sequence indexing to PDB sequence indexing for structure comparison
Uniprot_to_PDB_mapping
19
Blinded ranking of 3D models Blindedranking_vs_tmscore 20
List of top 10 blindly ranked 3D models List_of_top10_blindlyranked_models 21 3D structure overlay of top-ranked, best in top-5-ranked, and overall best model in the ensemble on the known structure (models and pymol sessions for barrel and full protein models) 1) Protein sequences for the 19 proteins were obtained from UniProt (www.uniprot.org). Domain boundaries for the transmembrane β-barrel were obtained from the known 3D structures.
2) Location and number of transmembrane β-strands were predicted using a machine-learning-based method called boctopus2. For each protein in the dataset, predicted strand locations (start to end) in UniProt numbering are provided.
3) Multiple sequence alignments were generated using three iterations of jackhammer software (version 3.1) against the UniProt database of protein sequences.
4)
Statistics obtained for different E-value cutoffs tried for searching homolog sequences that are included in the multiple-sequence alignment. A gap threshold of 80% means that all columns in the alignment that had more than 80% gaps were excluded from the maximum-entropy analysis and no contacts were predicted for those positions. A threshold of 80% was chosen to allow more loop regions to be included in the maximum-entropy model. An E-value cutoff of 10-2 was used for all proteins in the dataset except for predicting interactions between the two domains of FecA and LptD proteins. The E-value cutoff was chosen such the maximum number of sequences is included in the alignment. In the future, an empirical function to choose an optimal E-value cutoff and gap threshold can be used.
5)
EVfold-PLM code, which uses an implementation of the plmDCA (4) method in the EVfold framework to predict coevolving residue pairs, was used to generate a ranked list of evolutionary couplings. Only medium-and long-range evolutionary couplings between pairs of residues that are separated by more than five residues in the protein sequence were used for folding.
6)
Contact maps: predicted ECs (red) and observed (gray) contacts in the known 3D structure for all proteins in the blinded dataset. For FecA, FadL, OmpC, TsX, PA1, and Q9HVS0 a few long-range interactions between the first and the last β-strands were predicted. However, very few contacts are predicted for residues in the long outer loops.
7)
ECs accuracy for top X predictions, where X is the number of top-ranked ECs proportional to the length of the protein sequence, is defined as the number of residue pairs that are spatially located within a threshold value from each other in the observed structure over the total number of predictions (dashed lines). Prediction accuracy improves when the predicted residue pairs are spatially located at positions that are considered structurally unviable are filtered out (solid lines) (5) . Threshold values of 5 Å, 8 Å, and 10 Å were used.
8)
Distance constraints were applied to NO, ON, CA−CA, and one side-chain heavy atom pair for residues on adjacent strands that were predicted to be hydrogen bonded. For example, in the following input to CNS, distance constraints of 3 ± 1 Å are applied to atoms CE1 and OD1 or residues 98 and 144, respectively.
a. assign (resid 98 and name CE1) (resid 144 and name OD1) 3 1 1 weight 2.0.
9)
Contact maps showing predicted hydrogen-bonded residues (red) over contacts observed (gray) in known 3D structures.
10) The number of residue pairs correctly predicted to be hydrogen bonded increases after using ECs plus the strand shift algorithm (Methods).
11) Secondary structure (helixes, loops, and sheets) prediction results using PSIPRED.
12)
Distance constraints were applied to intrahelix and intrasheet secondary structure elements predicted using PSIPRED.
13) Dihedral angle constraints with default values pertaining to antiparallel β-strands were applied to intrasheet secondary structure elements predicted using PSIPRED.
14)
One side-chain atom from each residue type was selected and distance constraints were applied to the atom pair based on the residues predicted to be in contact.
15)
Complete list of constraints used as input to CNS for folding β-barrels.
16) Realistic all-atom 3D models generated by EVfold_bb (predicted transmembrane barrel region).
17)
Realistic all-atom 3D models generated by EVfold_bb (full protein including long loops).
Cont. 18) Mapping of UniProt sequence to PDB sequence index for comparison of blindly folded de novo models with the known structure.
Serial number Description Location
19) The top-ranked models according to our blind ranking scheme are close to the best possible model in the ensemble generated in most cases. Blindly ranked 3D models (barrel region) are compared with the known 3D structure in terms of TM score.
20)
List of top 10 blindly ranked models for all proteins in the dataset.
21)
Pymol sessions of full and barrel region top-ranked, best in top 5, and overall best possible 3D models generated by EVfold_bb overlaid on the known 3D structure.
22)
High-resolution images (front and top views) of the overlaid 3D coordinates of the top-ranked, best in top 5, and overall best possible model (barrel and full protein) and the known 3D structure.
23) Raw output of tm-align software (Methods) for the model and the known 3D structure comparison in terms of TM score and rmsd values.
24)
Predicted β-strand regions and Cα model generated by tobmodel.
25)
Pymol sessions of the 3D models of the predicted transmembrane barrel region generated tobmodel and EVfold_bb superimposed on each other.
26)
High-resolution images of front and top view of barrel region modeled by EVfold_bb and tobmodel.
27) Strand-registration accuracy (Methods) for all strand pairs in the 3D models generated by EVfold_bb and tobmodel.
28) List of PFAM domain families without a known structure and no close remote homologs with a known 3D structure as determined by similarity comparison of the alignments generated for the input sequence and the remote homologs with a known 3D structure found using HHsearh (10) . HH_delta score of greater than 0.5 signifies that the input alignment differs significantly from that of the alignment generated for the known 3D structure (10).
29)
Predicted contact maps of PFAM domain families without a known 3D structure. Only three contact maps of 63 PFAM domain families have the characteristic antiparallel β-strand pattern. 32) List of residues that appear in multiple ECs and pymol sessions of those residues superimposed on the known 3D structure reveal putatively functional sites.
30)
33)
Location of false positive ECs shows that most incorrect predictions are made in loop-loop and loop-strand interactions.
34)
Source code: Estimation of transmembrane strand location boctopus2.
35)
Source code: Prediction of strand-registration and hydrogen-bonding constraints.
36) Source code: EVfold_bb folding pipeline.
Number of top-ranked predicted contacts (normalized to amino acid count)
PPV (TP/TP+FP)
All ECs
Neighboring Strand ECs Fig. S1 . Fraction of all predicted contacts that are ≤5 Å in the crystal structure over the total number of predictions made (dashed line). Shown is the fraction of ECs on adjacent β-strands that are ≤5 Å in the crystal structure over the total number of predictions made (solid) normalized to protein length. PPV, positive predictive value defined as number of correct predictions (TP) divided by the total number of predictions made; FP, false positive predictions, where all-atom minimum distance between two residues is greater than 5 Å. Fig. S2 . Contact maps predicted using ECs obtained from EVFold-PLM. Shown are predicted ECs (red) on contacts observed (all-atom minimum distance between two residues ≤5Å) in the 3D structure (gray) and regions missing in the observed 3D structure (blue). Axes show predicted (red) and observed (black) transmembrane β-strands. Shown are TM score and rmsd of the predicted transmembrane β-barrel regions excluding the loops. Structure comparison is shown of top-ranked, best in top-5-ranked, and best possible model in the ensemble of models generated for 17 of the 19 proteins with a known structure in a blinded test such that no known structural information is used for folding. PagP and OprB are not applicable (NA) cases for folding, as the number of strands predicted by boctopus2 is incorrect. The blindly ranked 3D models are compared with the known structure based on TM score and rmsd value. TM score ranges from 0 to 1 and the closer the TM score is to 1, the more similar the model is to the known structure. If the two structures have a TM score greater than 0.5, then they are generally considered to be in the same protein fold. rmsd is another measure of 3D structure comparison where the positional coordinates of the two structures are compared and reported in angstroms with the superimposed region for which rmsd is reported in parentheses. rmsd closer to 0 signifies high structure similarity. Proteins for which TM score is greater than 0.5 are shown in boldface. *Incorrect topology. Shown are TM score and rmsd of full protein models including the loop regions. Structure comparison is shown of top-ranked, best in top-5-ranked, and best possible model in the ensemble of models generated for 17 of the 19 proteins with a known structure in a blinded test such that no known structural information is used for folding. PagP and OprB are not applicable (NA) cases for folding, as the number of strands predicted by boctopus2 is wrong. The blindly ranked 3D models are compared with the known structure based on TM score and RMSD value. TM score ranges from 0 to 1 and the closer the TM score is to 1, the more similar the model is to the known structure. If the two structures have a TM score greater than 0.5, then they are generally considered to be in the same protein fold. rmsd is another measure of 3D structure comparison where the positional coordinates of the two structures are compared and reported in angstroms with the superimposed region for which rmsd is reported in parentheses. rmsd closer to 0 signifies high structure similarity. *Incorrect topology. Comparison of the top-ranked Cα 3D models generated by tobmodel and top-ranked all-atom models generated by EVfold_bb shows that for the barrel region, although the TM scores are comparable, EVfold_bb on average predicts more residue pairs in correct registration (958) than tobmodel (393) out of 2,172. Proteins for which the TM score of EVfold_bb top-ranked model is better than the tobmodel 3D model are shown in boldface. *Incorrect topology. Additionally, 65% and 41% of residue pairs are within plus or minus one residue of correct registration in EVfold_bb and tobmodel models, respectively. 3prn  16  16  16  16  3jty  18  18  18  18  3kvn*  12  16  12  12  3fhh  22  22  22  22  3dwo  14  14  14  14  3dzm  8  8  8  8  3bs0  14  14  14  14  3csl  22  22  22  22  3a2s  16  16  16  16  2ysu  22  22  22  22  2vqi  24 Distance constraints (in angstroms) are applied to intrastrand residues to maintain the structure of predicted transmembrane β-strands. For each residue pair i and j in a predicted strand (where j ranges from i + 1 to i + 10), distance constraints are applied to the listed atom-type combinations. Default values for atom-atom distance between residue pairs separated from each other in sequence by 1-10 residues were calculated from known TMB structures.
